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Abstract
Quantitative analyses and the analyses of a questionnaire
were conducted to examine the relations between participants’
communicative activities and their interactional attitudes in
conversations both in their native and second languages. The
two categories of conversations revealed different gaze
patterns that reflected the differences in difficulties they had
with communication and grounding patterns. The participants
were less conscious of their own gazes in conversation in
their second language than those in their native language
probably because of the difficulties and mental pressure they
felt.
Keywords: Second language conversation; Language
expertise; Utterance; Gaze; Grounding; Communication

Introduction
As modern society has become more global, the
importance of conversations in a second language has been
increasing more than ever before. People are traveling
around the world either on business or for pleasure due to
progress in transportation systems and advanced Internet
technologies that connect areas that have different linguistic
backgrounds. Organizations are increasingly forming teams
with members whose mother tongues are not the same, and
sometimes co-workers and collaborators from different
countries are connected via the Internet. Second language
conversations are commonly observed in daily life, and the
expertise of conversational participants often ranges from
low to high. An urgent issue today is to support mutual
understanding in these conversations.

Language use is a form of joint action that is carried out
by groups of people who act in coordination. Their joint
action involves not only verbal but also non-verbal activities
to achieve a common "grounding" process, i.e., to form the
basis of mutual understanding (Clark & Brennan 1991,
Clark 1996). There have been quantitative studies that have
reported that eye gazes play an important role in monitoring
understanding by communication partners of the content of
conversation and contributions made to the performance of
collaborative tasks (Boyle, Anderson, & Newlands 1994,
Clark & Krych 2004).
Grounding is also an important process in second
languages. There have been studies that have regarded
"nativeness" as "expertise" and compared the grounding
process between differing levels of language expertise
(Kasper 2004, Hosoda 2006). Hosoda reported that
participants' disfluencies or linguistic errors were usually
not treated as problems with interactions, but they were
oriented to differences in linguistic expertise by repair (a)
when one speaker invited the other's repair, and (b) when
mutual understanding was jeopardized unless one party
repaired the other. Eye gazes and facial expressions play an
important role in monitoring both partners’ understanding in
the repair process. These studies have, however, been
qualitative and there have been few quantitative analyses of
the relation between the grounding process and non-verbal
activities in second language conversations.
Veinott et al. (1999) found that non-native speaker pairs
benefited from video in route guiding tasks in the field of
computer supported collaborative work (CSCW), whereas
native speaker pairs did not. They argued that this was
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bbecause videoo helped the non-native ppairs to negottiate a
ccommon grouund whereas it did not do so for the nativee pairs.
T
Their study reevealed that video
v
images of the converrsation
ppartners helpeed them to esstablish mutuaal understandiing in
ttheir second language connversations, allthough it waas still
nnot clear w
which elemennt in the vvideo inform
mation
ccontributed too establishing the
t common gground.
Previous rresearch has suggested soome differencces in
cconversationaal features beetween a motther tongue aand a
ssecond languaage. The duraation as a perccentage when other
pparticipants arre observing thhe speaker in English as a second
llanguage is loonger than thaat in Japanese as a mother toongue
((Kabashima, Nishida,
N
Jokinnen, Yamamotto 2012; Yam
masaki,
F
Furukawa, N
Nishida, Jokinnen, Yamam
moto 2012). Even
tthough thesee results arre consistentt with Hossoda’s
oobservations and suggest an
a interestingg feature of second
llanguage com
mmunications,, it is still nnot clear how
w this
ffeature interaccts with other communicativve features.
The main aaim of this stuudy was to exxamine the rellations
bbetween partiicipants’ com
mmunicative aactivities and their
iinteractional attitudes
a
in coonversations bboth in their nnative
aand second laanguages. We conducted quuantitative anaalyses
tto study the differences iin communiccative behavioors in
ssecond and native langguage converrsations. We also
aanalyzed a questionnaire to examinee the interacctional
aattitudes of thhe participants. We integrateed the results of the
ttwo analyses to examine thhe differencess in communiccation
pprocesses in nnative and secoond language cconversations.

Data C
Collection
We collecteed data in a mother tonguue and in a second
llanguage from
m conversationns by the samee interlocutors.

P
Participantss
A total of tw
wenty-four unniversity studennts (14 femalees and
10 males: eigght groups) bbetween the aages of 18 annd 24
pparticipated iin the experiiment, and eeach conversaational
ggroup consistted of three participants w
who did not know
aanother. Theyy were Japaneese universityy students whho had
aacquired Japaanese as their mother tonguue and had leearned
E
English as a ssecond languaage. Their com
mmunication levels
iin English weere measured bbased on the Test of English for
IInternational Communicaation (TOEIC
C). We reccruited
pparticipants too cover widee range of exxpertise in Ennglish.
T
Their scores ranged
r
from 4450 to 890, annd the averagge was
5591 (990 beinng the highesst score that could be attaained).
E
Each participaant was rankeed into three degrees
d
of exppertise
aaccording to tthe order of hiis/her Englishh expertise bassed on
tthe TOEIC score within thee group.

E
Experimenttal Setup
Three particcipants sat in a triangular formation arounnd one
ttable. Each paarticipant sat in the same pposition for alll four
ttrials. The thrree participantts sat 1.5 m aapart. Three sets
s of
N
NAC EMR-9 eye trackers and headsetss with micropphones
w
were used to record the eyye gazes and voices of all three
pparticipants (F
Figure 1). Thhe viewing anngle of the EMR-9

wass 62o and the sampling ratee was 60 fps. The participaants
talkked about twoo types of preddetermined thhemes in Engllish
as a second languuage and in Jaapanese as theiir mother tonggue
(e.gg., each group participated in four converssations).

F
Figure 1: Experimental Setuup

Proocedure
T
The conversational topic w
was assigned bbefore each trrial
andd there were two types off themes. Thee first was freeflow
wing in whichh they chattedd naturally on foods they likked
or disliked. Thee second was goal-orientedd in which thhey
d
what to take with tthem on tripss to
colllaboratively decided
uninhabited islannds or mounttains. We ranndomly arrangged
the order of thee topics of coonversation too cancel out tthe
W also randoomly arrangedd the order of tthe
effeect of order. We
langguages used inn the conversaations.
T
The eye trackeers were calibbrated and parrticipants startted
to converse aftter instructionns on the exxperiment were
o four different
expplained. Each group had coonversations of
topics on free-floowing and goaal-oriented theemes in Japaneese
Each conversattion lasted for 6 min.
andd in English. E
T
The participannts filled in a questionnnaire after eaach
connversation. Coonsequently, the subjects in each grooup
parrticipated in four converssations and filled out foour
queestionnaires. W
We then anallyzed the data from the fr
free
flow
wing conversaations in Japannese and in Ennglish. The tootal
num
mbers of utterrances were 1858
1
in Engliish and 2059 in
Jappanese, and gaze events werre 2360 in Engglish and 27277 in
Jappanese, respecttively.

An
nnotations
O
One of the autthors manuallyy annotated thhe time spans for
utteerances and gazes
g
at otherr participants to integrate tthe
utteerance and eyye gaze data.. The eye gaaze data of tw
wo
parrticipants weree not recordedd because of ttrouble they hhad
witth the equipm
ment, and they were exccluded from tthe
anaalyses. We uused the EU
UDICO Linguuistic Annotaator
(EL
LAN) developped by the Max Planck Insstitute (Fig.2) as
the annotation tool.

Qu
uestionnaire
W
We asked the participants tto fill in the questionnaire to
anaalyze their intteractional atttitudes in eacch conversatioon.
Thee questionnairre consisted of
o 29 items annd each of them
wass ranked on a Likert scale from one to seven. Eaach
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qquestion wass categorized into commuunicational features
ssuch as particcipants’ gazingg activities, thheir feelings tooward
oother participaants, their inteerest in the toppic of converssation,
ttheir conversaational skills inn English, andd their evaluattion of
tthe conversattion content. The progresss of the trialls can
aaffect the fam
miliarity. We cconducted ANOVA on the vvalues
oobtained from
m questions on evaluating their familiarrity to
oother participaants to check iif there are anny differences in the
vvalues amongg the trials. The results did not revvealed
ssignificant diffferences on tthe evaluation of familiarityy with
tthe progress of trials. Thhe results sugggest that, inn this
eexperiment, familiarity too other participants weree not
aaffected by the progress of tthe trial.

Figure 2: Annnotation Screeen Shot

An
nalyses
wo methods inn the analysess; the first invvolved
We used tw
qquantitative aanalysis of coommunicativee activities suuch as
uutterances andd gazes, and tthe second innvolved analyzzing a
qquestionnaire on the particippants’ interacttional attitudess. The
ccorrelations between
b
the qquantitative ddata and the vvalues
oobtained from
m evaluatingg the questioonnaire weree also
aanalyzed to sstudy the relaations betweeen the particippants’
ccommunicativve activities annd their interaactional attituddes in
cconversations both in their native
n
and seccond language.

∑
∑

100 %

Heere, D(i) is thee duration of tthe i-th utterannce and DPOSS(i)
is the
t duration w
when other pparticipants arre observing tthe
speeaker in the i-thh utterance.
T
The average foor ratio observving is definedd as:
∑
∑

100 %

Herre, DSOP(i) iss the duration when the speaaker is observiing
othher participantss in the i-th uttterance.
P
Previous research has sugggested that the speaker is
obsserved more inn their secondd language conversations thhan
in tthose in their native languaage, and that the
t differencee in
second languagee expertise afffects the comm
munication styyle
(Kaabashima, Nisshida, Jokinen, Yamamoto 22012; Yamasaaki,
Furrukawa, Nishiida, Jokinen, & Yamamotto 2012). Theese
predictions are cconsistent witth observationns of the reppair
Hosoda 2006).
proocess in secondd language connversations (H
U
Under the hyppotheses that the speakerss were observved
more in conversaations in their second languuage than in thheir
natiive language aand that languuage expertisee affected gaziing
actiivities, we conducted 2 x 3 ANOVA with the languaage
diffference being within subjeect factors andd with experttise
rannk in English being betweeen subject facttors. The resuults
revvealed signifi
ficant main effect bothh on languaage
diffferences (F(1, 19)
1 = 24.823, p < .01) and on the experttise
rannking in the seecond languagge (F(2, 19) = 3.625, p < .005),
andd no interacttions were observed.
o
Fishher’s LSD ttest
inddicated significant differencces between the 1st and 3rd
3
rannks (p < .05).
T
The average and the SD values of tthe ratio beiing
obsserved for eachh rank are listeed in the tablee below.

A
Analysis 1: U
Utterances aand Gazes
F
First, we com
mpared the ttotal duration of the utterrances
bbetween the Jaapanese and E
English languaage conversations to
ccheck the ddifficulty in communicatinng in the second
llanguage. Thee total duration of the utteraances was exppected
tto be longer in Japanese tthan in Engliish. A paired t-test
iindicated a siignificant diffe
ference betweeen conversatioons in
JJapanese as a native languuage and those in Englishh as a
ssecond languaage (t = 4.8488, p<.01, Japaanese: av.= 110222
m
msec, SD = 39178
3
msec; E
English av.= 779185 msec, SD
S =
66347). They talked more in conversatiions in their nnative
llanguage thann in those in thheir second lannguage.
Gazing actiivities during utterances were
w
also com
mpared
bbetween convversations in Jaapanese and thhose in English. We
ccompared (1) how long thee speaker wass observed by other
pparticipants (rratio being obbserved), andd (2) how lonng the
sspeaker observved other partticipants (ratioo observing).
The averagge for the ratiio being obseerved is defineed as:

Table 1: Avverage values for ratio beingg observed
T
The results inddicate that the speakers were observed moore
in conversations
c
in their secoond language than in those in
theiir native language, and sspeakers withh low levels of
exppertise in theiir second langguage tended to be observved
more than speakeers with high llevels of experrtise.

An
nalysis 2: Coomparison off Values from
m
Qu
uestionnaire
T
The values from evaluuating each item on tthe
queestionnaire weere compared for Japanesee and English to
exaamine the diffferences in tthe participannts’ interactionnal
attitudes in connversations iin their nativve and secoond
g
difficuulty
langguages. The results suggesst they had greater
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and were more stressed in their second language
conversations as we had predicted. The items that exhibited
significant differences in the t-test 1 were in the following
table. Here a single asterisk * in the tables denotes p < .05
and a double asterisk ** denotes p < .01, respectively.
Evaluation of Expertise:
The participants evaluated their expertise and their
partners’ expertise higher in their native language
conversations as follows.
- Evaluate your speaking expertise.
N
av.
SD
Japanese
24
4.63 1.245
English
24
2.67 1.404

df
23
23

t
6.323**

- Evaluate your partner’s English speaking expertise.
- Toward higher ranked partners
N
av.
SD
df
t
Japanese
24
5.63
0.97
23
3.760**
English
24
4.54 1.615
23
- Toward lower ranked partners
N
av.
SD
Japanese
24
5.29 1.083
English
24
4.21 1.532

df
23
23

t
3.680**

- Do you think he/she could understand your discourse?
- Toward higher ranked partners
N
av.
SD
df
t
Japanese
24
5.67 1.239
23
2.220**
English
24
5.17 1.308
23
- Toward lower ranked partners
N
av.
SD
Japanese
24
5.83 1.239
English
24
5.08 1.176

df
23
23

t
3.423**

Feelings toward Partners:
The participants were more nervous and felt more
pressure from their partners in their second language
conversations. They felt their partners concentrated more in
second language conversations. These results suggest the
participant felt more stress in second language conversations.
- Did you get nervous when you spoke?
N
av.
SD
df
Japanese
24
2.50 1.504
23
English
24
4.33 1.606
23

t
-5.249**

- Do you think your partner got nervous when he/she spoke?
- Toward higher ranked partners
1

There were only 24 participants and it is not clear if these
values were normally distributed. However, exactly the same list
of items also revealed significant differences in Wilcoxon’s signed
rank test, and the results can be considered to be sufficiently stable.

SD
1.408
1.296

df
23
23

- Toward lower ranked partners
N
av.
SD
Japanese
24
2.58 1.381
English
24
4.54 1.381

df
23
23

- Did you feel pressure from them?
- Toward higher ranked partners
N
av.
SD
Japanese
24
1.92 1.018
English
24
2.58 1.742

df
23
23

- Toward lower ranked partners
N
av.
SD
Japanese
24
1.88 1.191
English
24
2.58 1.640

df
23
23

Japanese
English

N
24
24

av.
2.38
4.13

t
5.675**

t
-5.625**

t
-2.230*

t
-3.093**

- Do you think your partner concentrated on your discourse?
- Toward higher ranked partners
N
av.
SD
df
t
Japanese
24
5.25
.989
23
-3.391**
English
24
5.92
.881
23
- Toward lower ranked partners
N
av.
SD
Japanese
24
5.29 1.233
English
24
5.79
.884

df
23
23

t
-2.077**

Evaluations of Conversation
The participants felt that they were more active and that
the conversation warmed up and became more enjoyable in
their native language conversations. They also felt that they
could talk as they usually did in their native language.
- Do you think you could talk actively?
N
av.
SD
Japanese
24
5.08 1.139
English
24
3.75 1.452

df
23
23

- Did the conversation warm up?
N
av.
SD
Japanese
24
5.50
.978
English
24
4.13 1.191

df
23
23

- Did you enjoy the conversation?
N
av.
SD
Japanese
24
5.33
.963
English
24
4.83 1.167

df
23
23

t
3.709**

t
4.331**

t
2.077*

- Did you think that you could talk as you usually do?
N
av.
SD
df
t
Japanese
24
5.46 1.179
23
5.438**
English
24
3.21 1.641
23
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Analysis 3: Correlations between Gazing Activities
and Values from Questionnaire
These results indicate that the participants gazing
activities and interactional attitudes differed in
conversations in their native and second languages, as had
been predicted. We conducted Spearman’s correlation
analysis on their gazing activities and their interactional
attitudes that were contained in the questionnaire data. The
items that exhibited significant correlation are shown with
the correlation values (Spearman's ρ) in the following tables.
A single asterisk * denotes p < .05 and a double asterisk
denotes p < .01on the tables.
Consciousness of Gazing Activities:
The values obtained from evaluating gazing activities had
high correlations with gaze durations in Japanese
conversations although they did not in English
conversations. These results indicate that the participants
were conscious of their gazing activities in conversations in
their native language, whereas they were not in their second
language.
Japanese:
Ratio Observing
<-> Did you watch his/her face as a whole?
<-> Did you watch his/her eyes?

ρ
.511*
.588**

Analysis 4: Correlations of Items on Questionnaire
There were several interesting differences in the results
from Spearman’s correlation analysis of the items in the
questionnaire for the Japanese and English conversations as
listed below.
Difference in Interactional Attitudes
The speakers’ evaluations of their ability to concentrate
were correlated with their evaluations of gazing at the
listeners’ upper body, face, and eyes in English, but only
with their evaluations of gazing at the listener’s eyes in
Japanese. This suggest that speakers were paying attention
to wider areas of their partners’ body when they
concentrated during second language conversations,
whereas they were only paying attention to the eyes of their
partners in native language conversations. .
English:
Did you concentrate on your utterances?
<-> Did you watch the listener's upper body as
a whole?
<-> Did you watch his/her face as a whole?
<-> Did you watch his/her eyes?
Japanese:
Did you concentrate on your utterances?
<-> Did you watch his/her eyes?

ρ
.485*
.537**
.605**
ρ
.417*

Feelings toward Other Participants
The participants evaluations of their understanding of
their partners’ discourse were correlated with those of their
positive feelings toward their partners in English
conversations, whereas there were no such correlations in
Japanese conversations. The participants tended to have
positive feelings toward their partners when they could
understand what their partners said in second language
conversations, but just understanding their partners’
discourse was not enough for the participants to have
positive feelings toward their partners in native language
conversations.
English:
Do you think you could understand his/her
discourse?
Toward higher
<-> Did you have a sense
ranked partners:
of closeness to your
Toward lower
partner?
ranked partners:
Toward higher
ranked partners:
<-> Did you become
interested in him/her?
Toward lower
ranked partners:

ρ
.639**
.549**
.523**
.532**

The participants’ evaluations of pressure from their
partners had a correlation with their evaluations of their own
nervousness when they spoke in English conversations but
not in Japanese conversations. This suggested that pressure
from their partners led directly to the speakers’ nervousness
in second language conversations, but not in native language
conversations.
English:
Did you feel pressure from them?
Toward higher
ranked partners:
<-> Did you get nervous
when you spoke?
Toward lower
ranked partners:

ρ
.419*
.460*

Discussion
Thus far, we have compared the utterances, gazes, and
interactional attitudes of participants in native and second
language conversations. Quantitative analyses were
conducted on utterance and gaze data in Analysis 1. The
shorter total duration in English conversations suggested
difficulties the participants had in their second language
conversations. Preliminary analysis using one-fourth of this
corpus denoted that the average number of filled pauses and
percentage of turn-hold after pause were more than double
in English in comparison with those in Japanese (Yamasaki,
Furukawa, Nishida, Jokinen, Yamamoto 2012). These
results also suggested difficulties the participants had in
their second language conversations.
The speakers were observed by listeners more in their
second language conversations than in their native language
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conversations. The speakers with lower levels of linguistic
expertise were gazed more than those with higher levels of
linguistic expertise in their second language conversations.
These results are consistent with observations by Hosoda
(Hosoda 2006), and they indicate that such gazing patterns
represent one of the interactional features unique to second
language conversations. The listeners made more use of
visual information from the speaker to help further
understanding in conversations in their second language
than that in their native language, and it is likely that
speakers with low levels of expertise need more gazes from
their partner to help their repair process in grounding
activities in second language conversations.
A comparison of the values obtained from the
questionnaire also revealed difficulties the participants had
in their second language conversations in Analysis 2. They
evaluated their linguistic expertise to be lower in their
second language conversations and they felt more pressure
from their partners, and were more nervous. They were not
able to conduct conversations as they usually did, and the
conversations did not warm up as much as those in their
native language.
The difficulties in second language conversations seemed
to have affected their management of conversational
activities. The results obtained from correlation analysis in
Analysis 3 of the participants’ gazes and their self
evaluations of their own gazes indicated that the participants
were not conscious of their gazing activities in
conversations in their second language, whereas they were
in their native language. This suggests that difficulties in
second language communication made the participants
concentrate too much on managing conversations to be
conscious of their own communicative activities.
Analysis of correlation in the items on the questionnaire
in Analysis 4 revealed differing interactional attitudes in
native and second language conversations. The speakers
seemed to make use of visual cues from wider areas of the
listeners’ upper bodies when they concentrated more on
their second language conversations than those in their
native language where they only made use of visual cues
from the listeners’ eyes.
Another interesting finding from Analysis 4 was that
understanding what a conversation partner said was likely to
lead to positive evaluation of the partner in conversations in
the second language whereas no such tendencies were
observed in conversations in the native language. This
suggests that understanding the partners’ utterances is
already considered to be an achievement in second language
conversations whereas just understanding what the partners
say is not enough to have positive feelings toward them.

Conclusion
We examined the relations between participants’
communicative activities and their interactional attitudes
both in native and second language conversations.
Quantitative analyses and analyses of a questionnaire
revealed that the participants had more difficulties in their

second language conversations than those in their native
language, and they demonstrated different interactional
attitudes in the two categories of conversations. .
Speakers were observed more by listeners in
conversations in their second language than those in their
native language, and speakers with lower levels of expertise
were observed more in second language conversations
which probably reflected more frequent repair processes.
The participants were less conscious of their gazing
activities in conversations in their second language than
those in their native language probably because of the
difficulties and pressures they felt in their second language
conversations. We trust these findings will contribute
further to supporting second language communications and
second language learning.
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